
MOM84 84
We just think you’re ready for this 
kind of responsibility now, Sam.

DAD85 85
And it’s only for a few minutes. 
Have fun!

EXT. HOUSE - DAY

A large group of REPORTERS jostles with TV CAMERAS and MICS 
to interview Mom and Dad in front of the house.

REPORTERS86 86
(a frenzy of shouted questions)

CAMERA moves over the lawn, through the crowd, to the kitchen 
window in the B/G where we see Sam peering out.

INT. KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS

SAM87 87
Gee, what’s with Mom and Dad’s 
sudden popularity?

BABY BEA (O.S.)88 88
Mama? Dada?

Sam looks over to 18 month old BABY BEA in her playpen.

SAM89 89
They’re just outside, Bea. I can 
see them. They’ll be in when 
they’re done. 

(off Bea’s sad look)
But, hey! - Do you know what this 
is?

BABY BEA90 90
(looking around)

Wha? Wher?

SAM91 91
No, this! Right here, right now - 
It’s my first chance to babysit 
you! How cool is that? It’s just 
you and me, Sis.

(sotto)
And the five bucks I’ll get for 
this gig! The easiest five bucks a 
kid ever made!
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The sudden sound of Bea <SCREAMING> makes Sam jump.

BABY BEA92 92
Wa-Wa-wa-waaaaaaaaaaaa!

SAM93 93
What? What’s wrong?! Is there 
blood?!

Sam sees a RATTLE on the floor that’s fallen out of the 
playpen. 

SAM94 94
(big time relieved)

Oh, your rattle! You dropped your 
rattle... That’s nothing to cry 
about. Heeeere you go.

Sam hands her the rattle, which immediately flies back into 
FRAME and beans off Sam’s head.

SAM95 95
Yeowch!

BABY BEA96 96
Thirsty.

SAM97 97
You’re thirsty? Okay. I can handle 
that. No problem-o!

Sam opens to the fridge and sees two bottles with the word 
“Formula” on them - retrieves both and compares;

SAM98 98
“Baby Formula”... “Super Formula” 

(to self)
Hum. Which one? 

BABY BEA99 99
(excitedly reaching)

Da! Da! Der! Der! Th-th-th-
thuuuuursty!

SAM100 100
(chuckles) A baby who knows what 
she wants. You make an easy job 
easier, Bea. Here you go. 

(mock TV announcer)
“Super Formula” - for when babies 
are super thirsty!
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Sam turns back to the fridge, returning the other bottle. We 
lose sight of Baby Bea, but we can sure hear her;

BABY BEA (O.S.)101 101
(happy drinking noises)

SAM102 102
And super easy to babysit. Ha! 
That’s my baby sis.

Suddenly a GIANT BABY HAND picks Sam up and eye-to-eye with a 
GIANT BABY BEA!

SAM103 103
Whaaaa!!! That’s not my baby sis!! 
W-w-w-what happened??!!

BABY BEA104 104
Mama. Dada. Outside.

Bea tucks Sam to her chest and starts crawling toward the 
door. The house <SHAKES> with her every movement. 

SAM105 105
Nooo! We can’t go out there! Not 
with all those TV cameras.

BABY BEA106 106
TV!

SAM107 107
Yes, TV! Out there on the front 
lawn!! Oh, what am I doing, talking 
to a giant baby who --

(suddenly realizing)
-- WHO LIKES TO WATCH TV! Hey, 
wanna watch some TV, Baby Bea?

She stops crawling toward the door and sits with a <CRASH>.

BABY BEA108 108
TV! TV! TV!

SAM109 109
Okay, then put me down and I’ll go 
and turn it on!

She puts Sam down with a jaw-rattling <CRASH>.

SAM110 110
Ooooof! Talk about a crash course 
in babysitting... TV: The 
babysitter’s best friend.
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